shoutcast alternative mac

Find the best programs like SHOUTcast radio for Mac. More than 5 alternatives to choose:
Spotify, dorrigolifesprings.com, Pandora and more. Popular Alternatives to SHOUTcast Radio
for Web, Android, iPhone, iPad, Windows and more. Explore Freemium $ $ $ Mac Windows
Linux Web Android .
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Gives Winamp the possibility to connect to a shoutcast streaming server by transmitting the
music played or audio from any selected input. butt (broadcast using this tool) is a streaming
tool for live audio data from your computers Mic or Line input to a Shoutcast or Icecast.If you
know about any other software compatible with shoutcast and Runs on Windows: Yes; Runs
on Mac OS X: No; Runs on Linux: No, can.SHOUTcast is a complete suite of products to
power internet radio stations into the future. the latest version of our software to run on your
own servers, SHOUTcast lets you transmit your audio to listeners around the world.
Alternative.Mac & Shoutcast. If you're using a Apple computer (eg iMac, Power Mac etc)
with OSX - you will find that you won't be able to use Winamp and SHOUTcast DSP.Does
anyone know of any alternative broadcasting app that is accessible recently updated to support
live streaming to Icecast and Shoutcast servers. Also, there doesn't seem to be a way to stream
directly from the Mac.internet, and Nicecast's retirement post touched on a few alternatives.
The broadcaster made it possible to send audio from a Mac to a You can also look at dedicated
streaming services like Live and dorrigolifesprings.comFind the best programs like Winamp
for Mac. More than 20 alternatives to choose : VLC media player, Miro, Clementine and
more.11 Apr - 6 min - Uploaded by Wavestreaming to stream to a SHOUTcast server from
OSX using your Apple Mac, the software Works.butt (broadcast using this tool) is an easy to
use, multi OS streaming tool. It supports SHOUTcast and Icecast and runs on Linux, Mac OS
X and.a short list of the programs I use to DJ in SL with a SHOUTcast Stream. open source
project broadcaster available for Windows, Mac, Linux.I'm currently using Nicecast on my
Mac to stream audio out to the I read that you need to go thru places like Shoutcast and/or
Icecast to do.Add new tag with childs , and ; Add new shoutcast-user> tag to specify the
username that is used.Find the best programs like Winamp for Mac. More than 5 alternatives
to choose: Winamp, VLC media player nightly, Wondershare Player and more.It supports
SHOUTcast and Icecast and runs on Linux, Mac OS X and Windows. It is also a very good
alternative to Sam Broadcaster.Shoutcast GUI, free and safe download. Shoutcast GUI latest
version: Create radio stations and stream music online. Alternative apps · Report
software.Supports Icecast, SHOUTcast, and most online radio hosting platforms. Stream to
Icecast and SHOUTcast. Broadcast to Icecast A Fresh Alternative. Rocket.audio server.
Download the latest versions of the best Mac apps at safe and trusted MacUpdate. Is there a
better alternative to SHOUTcast? See discussion .
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